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Methods and Apparatus for Testing
Radio-Frequency Power Amplifier Performance

This application claims priority to United

States patent application No. 13/323,709 filed on December

12, 2011, which is hereby incorporated by reference herein

in its entirety.

B g und

This invention relates generally to wireless

communications circuitry, and more particularly, to ways

for testing the performance the wireless communications

circuitry.

Wireless electronic devices typically contain

wireless c m un cat ions circuitry that includes radio-

frequency power amplifiers. Radio-frequency power



amplifiers are used to amplify radio-frequency signals for

wireless transmission in a desired radio- frequency channel

(i.e., a radio channel) . The radio-frequency pe f r anc

of a device under test {DU ) can be measured using a test

station , Ά test station typically includes a test host, a

test unit that is connected to the test host, and a test

ceil th is connected to the test unit via a radio-

frequency cable. The DUT is placed within the test cell

prior to testing. Radio-frequency test signals are

conveyed between the DUT and the test unit during test

oper ion .

Conventional techniques for testing the power

amplifiers involve configuring the power amplifiers to

transmit radio-frequency signals at maximum output power

levels across an entire radio channel. For example,

consider a scenario in which a wireless D T having a

cellular telephone transceiver that is configured to

operate using the Universal Mobile Tel eco mun at ons

System (UMTS) network communications protocol is tested

using a test station. The test host may direct the DUT to

transmit radio-frequency signals at maximum output power

across an entire 5 MHz channel currently being tested.

Transmitting at maximum power across the entire

radio channel places the power amplifiers under an

elevated stress level (i.e., transmitting at maximum power

across the entire channel maximizes adjacent channel

leakage) that is desirable d i g testing to validate

design specifications or to help magnify the effects of

manu actu ng defects/variations (if present) associated

with the radio-frequency power amplifiers in the DUT. The

test unit receives the signals transmitted from the DUT

and performs desired radio-frequency measurements o the

received signals. The test host is used to determine

whether or not the power amplifiers on the DUT satisfy



performance criteria based on the gathered measurement

data .

Electronic devices that communicate using newer

wireless network communications technologies such as the

Long Term Evolution LTE network communications protocol

have bee developed. The LTE network communications

protocol, however, does not allow radio-frequency signals

to be transmitted at maximum output power levels across an

entire channel. If conventional test methods are used,

the DOT would transmit radio- frequency signals at a xed

output power level that is less than the maximum output

power level across the entire channel. Testing the DUT in

this way may be undesirable, because the power amplifiers

are not placed under sufficiently elevated stress levels

(i.e., testing the DUT while the power amplifier is

transmitting at an output pow level that is less than

the maximum output power level does not maximize adjacent

channel leakage, error vector magnitude, spurious

emission, and current consumption; .

It would therefore be desirable to be able to

provide improved ways for testing power amplifier

performance .

Summa ry

Electronic devices may include wireless

communications circuitry. The wireless communications

circuitry may include storage and processing circuitry,

radio-frequency input-output circuits, radio-frequency

power amplifier circuitry, and other wireless circuits.

The radio-frequency input-output circuits ay

feed signals to the power amplifier circuitry. The power

amplifier circuitry may amplify the signals prior to

wireless transmission. The power amplifier circuitry may

include multiple power amplifier stages. The storage and



processing circuitry may control these stages to place the

power amplifier circuitry in a desired power mode. For

example, the power amplifier may be placed into a high

power mode by enabling all of the power amplifier stages

or may be placed into a low power od by enabling one of

the power amplifier stages. The power mode may also be

adjusted by adjusting a bias voltage or bias current to

each stage of the power amplifier.

wireless electronic device may communicate

with a base station via radio-frequency signals in a radio

channel (e.g., a range of frequencies} . The base station

may allocate resource blocks within the radio channel to

the wireless electronic device (e.g., the allocated

r so r e oc s may rep re se at l a a s bs of all

available resource blocks within the radio channel) . Each

resource block may correspond to a range of frequencies

within the frequency channel. To communicate with the

base station, the wireless electronic device may be

configured to transmit radio-frequency signals in the

allocated resource blocks.

The wireless electronic device may be subject to

emissions requirements such as adjacent channel leakage

ratio (AC requ e ents, error vector magnitude (EV

limitations, in-band emissions requirements, and current

consumption constraints. The adjacent channel leakage

ratio requirements may limit the amount of power generated

by the wireless device on frequencies outside of the

transmission frequency channel. The in-band emissions

requirements may limit the amount of power generated by

the wireless device in resource blocks within the

frequency channel that are not allocated to the device.

The wireless electronic device under test (D T

may be tested using a radio-frequency test station to

measure the performance of the power amplifier circuitry.



The test station may include a test host and a test unit.

Radio-frequency test signals be conveyed between the

test unit and the D T .

In one suitable arrangement, the D T may be

configured to transmit in a first subset of the available

resource blocks close to a lower edge of the frequency

channel so that signals transmitted near the lower edge

are output at maximum output power. In another suitable

arrangement, the DUT may be configured to transmit in a

second subset of the av ble resource blocks close to a

higher edge of the frequency channel so that signals

transmitted near the higher edge are output a maximum

output power. The number of allocated resource blocks

should be less than a predetermined threshold amount such

that the power amplifier circuitry is capable of

transmitting signals within the allocated resource blocks

at maximum output power level (e.g., the resource block

utilization percentage should be less than a critical

active resource block utilization threshold level, where

the power amplifier circuitry will suffer from diminished

output power levels if it transmits signals using a

configuration exceeding the critical active resource block

utilization threshold level . Transmitting signals in

this way may maximize ACLR, EVM, spurious emission, and

current consumption during testing, thereby improving the

ability of the test station to detect any latent linearity

issues with the wireless co un cat ons circuitry in the

DUT .

Further features of the present invention, its

nature and various advantages will be more apparent from

the accompanying drawings and the following detailed

description .

Brief Description of the Drawings



FIG. I is a diagram of a illustrative

electronic device with wireless comm un cations circuitry

that can f used t communicate with a b s station

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a diagram of a illustrative radio

fra e in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention ,

FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating the Orthogonal

Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) scheme in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention,

FIG, 4 is a diagram of an illustrative radio-

frequency channel that is partitioned into resource blocks

in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 5 is an exemplary plot of output power

level versus number of active resource block allocation in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention,

F IG is an exemplary plot of output power

level versus frequency associated with power amplifier

circuitry transmitting at a diminished power level In all

available resource blocks in a radio channel in accordance

with an embodiment of the present invention.

F S . 7 and S are exemplary p ots of output

power level ve s s frequency associated with power

amplifier circuitry transmitting at maximum output power

in desired portions of the available resource blocks in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention,

FIG. 9 is a diagram of an illustrative test

station for testing power amplifier circuitry in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention,

F I G 0 is a flow chart of illustrative steps

involved In operating the test station of FIG. 9 in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.



FIGS. 11 and 12 are illustrative test stations

for testing a wireless device under test in accordance

with an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 3 is a flow chart of illustrative steps

involve in operating a test station of the type shown in

connection with FIGS. I and 2 in accordance with an

embodiment the present invention.

Detailed Description

This relates generally to wireless

communications , and ore particularly, to ways for testing

wireless c m un ca ions circuitry.

Electronic devices that include wireless

communications circuitry may be portable electronic

devices such as laptop computers or small portable

computers of the type that are sometimes referred to as

ultraportabies . Portable electronic devices may also be

somewhat smaller devices. The wireless electronic devices

m be, r example, cellular telephones, media players

with wireless communications capabilities, handheld

computers {also sometimes called personal digital

assistants), remote controllers, global positioning system

(GPS) devices, tablet computers, and handheld gaming

devices. Wireless electronic devices such as these may

perform multiple functions. For example, a cellular

telephone may include media player functionality and may

have the ability to run games, email applications, web

browsing applications, and other software.

FIG. 1 shows an illustrative electronic device

that includes wireless communications circuitry. s shown

in FIG. 1 , device 10 may communicate with a base station 6

over a wireless communications link 8 . Wireless

communications ink 8 may be established between base

station 6 and device 10 and may serve as a data connection



over which device 10 may sen data to and receive data

fro base station 6 . Co ic tio s link 8 ay be

established and maintained using cellular telephone

network standards such as the 3GPP Long Term Evolution

(LTE) protocol (as an example) .

Device 0 may include one or ore antennas such

as antennas (antenna structures; 34 and may include radio-

frequency ( F nput-output ci cu s i2, g s gn

transmission operations, circuitry 2 may supply radio-

frequency signals that are transmitted by antennas 34.

During signal reception operations, circuitry 12 may

accept radio-frequency signals that have been received by

antennas 3 ,

The antenna structures and wireless

communications circuitry of device 10 may support.

communications over any suitable wireless communications

band s For example, the wireless communications circuitry

may be used to cover communications frequency bands such

as cellular telephone voice and dat bands at 50 MHz, 900

MHz, 1800 MHz, 900 MHz, and the communications band at

2 00 MHz ba d, the i-Fi¾ (IEEE 802.11) bands at 2.4 GHz

and 5.0 GHz (also sometimes referred t as wireless local

area network or A bands), the Bluetooth'" band at 2.4

GHz, and the global positioning system (GPS) band a 1575

MHz. The wireless communications bands used by device 0

may include the so-called LTE (Long Term Evolution) bands.

The LTE bands are numbered (e.g., 1 , 2 , 3 , , etc.) and

are sometimes referred to as E- T A operating bands.

Device 0 may be used to cover these

communications bands and other suitable communications

bands with proper configuration of the antenna structures

in the wireless communications circuitry. Any suitable

antenna structures may be used in device 10. For example,

device 10 may have one antenna or may have multiple



antennas . The antennas device 10 may each be used to

cover a single com un at ns band or each antenna may

cover multiple c mmu i i ns bands. If desired, one or

more antennas may cover a single band while one or more

additional antennas are each used to cover multiple bands.

Device 0 may include storage and processing

circuitry such as storage and processing circuitry 6

Storage and processing circuitry 6 may include one or

more different types of storage such as hard disk drive

storage, nonvolatile memory (e.g., flash memory or other

elec ica y-progra ab e-read-on y memory) , volatile

memory (e.g,, static or dynamic random-access-memory),

etc. Storage and processing circuitry 16 may be used in

controlling ne operation of device 10. Processing

circuitry in circuitry 6 may be based on processors such

as microprocessors, microcontrollers, digital signal

processors, dedicated processing circuits, power

management circuits, audio and video chips, radio-

frequency transceiver processing circuits, radio-frequency

integrated circuits of the type that are sometimes

referred to as baseband modules, and other suitable

integrated circuits .

Storage and processing circuitry 16 may be used

in implementing suitable communications protocols,

Communications protocols that may be implemented using

storage and processing circuitry 6 include internet

prot c 1 , ireles s o r a ork ro o o s .g .,

IEEE 302.11 protocols — sometimes referred to as Wi-Fi ,

protocols for other short-range wireless communications

links such as the Bluetooth * protocol, protocols for

handling 2G cellular telephone communications protocols

such as GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) and

CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) , 3G cellular

telephone communications protocols such as UMTS {Universal



Mobile Telecommunications System) an EV-DO {Evolution-

Data Opti d), G cellular telephone com un ations

protocols such as L , etc.

Data signals that are to be transmitted by

device 0 may be provided to baseband module 8 . Baseband

module may be implemented using a i gle integrated

circuit (e.g., a baseband processor integrated circuit) or

using multiple integrated circuits.

Baseband processor 1 may receive signals to be

transmitted over antenna 34 over path 13 from storage and

processing circuitry 15. Baseband processor 18 may

provide signals that are to be transmitted to transmitter

circuitry within RF transceiver circuitry 14. The

transmitter circuitry may be coupled to radi -frequency

power amplifier circuitry 20 via transmit path 2 . Path

13 may also carry control signals from storage and

processing circuitry 6 . These control signals may be

used to control the power of the radio-frequency signals

that the transmitter circuitry within transceiver

circuitry 14 supplies to the input of power amplifiers 20

via path 26. For example, the control signals may be

provided t a variable gain amplifier located inside

transceiver circuits 14 that controls the power of the

radio- frequency signals supplied to the input of power

amplifiers 20, This transmitted radio-frequency signal

power level is sometimes referred to herein as Pin,

because it represents the input power to power ampl er

circuitry 2 ,

During data transmission, power amplifier

circuitry 20 may boost the output power of transmitted

signals to a sufficiently high level to ensure adequate

signal transmission. Circuitry 23 may contain a radio-

frequency d lexer and other radio-frequency output stage

circuitry such as radio-frequency switches and passive



elements. Switches may, if desired, be used to switch the

wireless circuitry between a transmitting mode and a

receiving mode Duplex filter (so eti es referred te¬

as a d lexer) may be used to route input and output

signals based on their frequency.

Matching circuitry 32 may include a network of

passive components such as resistors, inductors, and

capacitors and ensures that antenna structures 34 are

impedance matched to the rest of the wireless circuitry.

Wireless s gnal that are received by antenna s uc res

34 may be passed to receiver circuitry in transceiver

circuitry 14 over a receive path such as path 36.

Each radio-frequency power amplifier (e.g., each

power amplifier in power amplifier circuitry 20) may

include one or more power amplifier stages such as stages

22 As an example, each power amplifier may be used t

handle a separate communications band and each such power

amplifier may have three series-connected power amplifier

stages 22. Stages 22 may have power supply terminals such

as terminals 24 that receive bias voltages. Bias supply

voltage may be supplied to terminals 24 using path 42.

Control signals from storage and processing circuitry 6

may be use to selectively enable and disable stages 22 or

to control the gain of individual stages using control

path 44.

By enabling and disabling stages 22 selectively

and/ r adjusting the gain of individual stages separately,

the power amplifier ma be placed into different power

modes. For example, the powe amplifier may be placed

into a high power mode by enabling all three of power

amplifier stages 22 or may be placed into a low power mode

by enabling two of the power amplifier stages. Other

configurations may be used if desired. For example, a

very low power mode may be supported by turning on on



one of three gain stages or arrangements wit more than

three power mode settings m be provided by selectively

enabling other co binat ns of gain stages (e.g., in power

amplifiers with three or more than three gain stages) . As

another example, the power amplifier ay be placed into a

high power mode by increasing bias currents provided to

one or more of the stages to increase the gain and/or

maximum power output of the power amplifier (e.g., control

signals may be provided via path 44 to power amplifier

circuitry 20 that adjust bias currents provided to

amplifiers 22} . By adjusting the power mode of the

amplifier, the output power capabilities of power

amplifier circuitry 20 may be adjusted to maximize

efficiency (e.g., for a given desired output power) .

Device 10 may include adjustable power supply

circuitry such as power supply circuitry 38. Adjustable

power supply circuitry 3 may be controlled by control

signals received over control path 40. The control

signals may be provided to adjustable power supply

circuitry 33 fro storage and processing circuitry 6 or

any other suitable control circuitry (e.g., circuitry

implemented in baseband module 18, circuitry in

transceiver circuits 14, etc.) .

Storage and processing circuitry 16 may maintain

a table of control settings or other stored information to

be use in controlling power supply circuitry 38. The

table may include a list of bias voltages (Vcc values)

that are to be supplied by adjustable power supply

circuitry 33. Based on the known operating conditions of

circuitry 20 such as its current gai settings (e.g., a

high power mode or a low power mode}, the desired output

power value Fout to be produced by power amplifier

circuitry 20 (e.g., the output power from amplifier

circuitry 20 as measured at output 30 of duplex filter



23) , the desired transmit frequency, resource block

allocation (e.g., how many resource blocks are allocated

to the device and/or the locations of the resource blocks

within a frequency channel), and based on the values of

the control settings i the table, storage and processing

circuitry 1 ay generate appropriate control signals on

path 0 (e.g., analog control voltages or digital control

signals) .

The control signals that are supplied by

circuitry 16 on path may be u sed to adjust the

magnitude of the positive power suppl voltage Vcc

(sometimes referred to as the amplifier bias) that is

provided to pow amplifier circuitry 20 over path 42.

These pow supp voltage adjustments be made d i g

testing and during normal operation of device 10.

Radio- frequency signals transmitted by the

wireless commun at ns circuitry of device 10 operating

in accordance with the LTE protocol may, for example, be

organized into a radio ame structure th is illustrated

in FIG. 2 . As shown in FIG. 2 , a radio frame may be

partitioned into subframes, each of which can be divided

into two time slots (e.g., each radio frame may include N

time slots) . As an example, the radio frame may include

ten subframes, each of which includes two 0.5 s time

slots, totaling 20 time slots or 10 ms per radio ame .

In general, each radio frame may include any number of

subframes, each of which may include any suitable number

of time slots having any desired duration.

LTE uses an Orthogonal Frequency-Division

Multiplexing (OFDM) digital modulation scheme for downlink

and Single-Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-

FDMA) for uplink transmission. OFDM is a type of

frequency-division multiplexing scheme in which a large

number of closely-spaced orthogonal subcarriers are used



to carry data. The data in each bcarri r may be

modulated usi g respective digital modulation schemes such

as quadrature phase shift keying ( PSK and quadrature

amplitude modulation (e.g., -QAM and -QAM) As shown

in FIG. 3 , a designated user may be given permission to

transmit uplink signals during each time s lo t For

example, a first user device 1 may transmit uplink

signals to a corresponding base station during a first

time period, a second user device UE2 may transmit uplink

signals to the base station during a second time period, a

third user device 3 may transmit uplink signals to the

base station during a third time period, etc. In another

suitable arrangement, a base station may broadcast

downlink signals intended for more than one user device

during a given time slot (e.g., LTE may implement

Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access for downlink

transmission) .

Multiple resource blocks 00 transmitted in

parallel during each time slot. A resource block may

serve as a basic scheduling unit that is defined as 7 or

consecutive OFDM symbols in the time domain (depending on

the normal Cyclic Prefix or the extended Cyclic Prefix is

currently in use) and 12 consecutive subcarriers in the

frequency domain. Each resource block may, for example,

measure 0,5 s by 180 kHz (i.e., assuming a subcarrier

spacing of 15 kHz) ,

Different LTE bands may include a different

number of channels. Radio channels associated with

different LTE bands may have respective channel

bandwidths . FIG 4 shows an illustrative channel 99

centered about frequency f . . Channel 99 may have a lower

channel edge bounded by f a upper channel edge defined

by £ (e.g., channel 99 may have a channel bandwidth equal



to inus £ ∑., whe e is equal to half of the sum of f

and f , .

The maximum number of available resource blocks

100 associated with a particular channel ay be defined as

the trans iss n bandwidth con gurat n , which sets the

maximum available (or occupied) bandwidth. The maximum

available bandwidth may be computed by multiplying the

transmission bandwidth configuration by ISO kHz (since

each resource block has a bandwidth of 80 kHz) . The

available bandwidth is, by definition, less than or equal

to the channel bandwidth. Generally, the number of

resource blocks 100 making up the available bandwidth

increases as channel bandwidth increases.

As an example, a first LT E channel may have a

channel bandwidth of 10 M a transmission bandwidth

configuration of 50, and a maximum available bandwidth of

MHz (50 * 180 kHz) . As another example, a second LTE

channel may have a channel bandwidth of 5 MHz, a

transmission bandwidth configuration of 25, and a maximum

available bandwidth of 4.5 MH (25 * 180 kHz). As another

example, a third LTE channel may have a channel bandwidth

of 3 MHz, a transmission bandwidth of 15, a n d a maximum

available bandwidth of 2.7 MHz (15 * 180 kHz). In

general, channel 99 may have any suitable channel

bandwidth, a maximum available bandwidth that is le ss than

or equal to the channel bandwidth and that is an integer

multiple of the bandwidth of each resource block (e.g.,

180 kHz), and a transmission bandwidth that is equal to

the maximum available bandwidth divided by the resource

block bandwidth.

As described previously in connection with FIG.

3 , each resource block 100 may be formed with 12

consecutive subcarriers, each of which is associated with

7 OFDM symbols in the time domain. The smallest



modulation unit in LTE may be referred to as a resource

ele e t , which is defined as one 15 kHz subcarrier by one

OFDM symbol.

Device 10 need not utilize ail of its available

resource blocks 100.. Device 0 may be configured to

transmit in only an allocated portion (subset) o its

resource blocks 100. The number of active resource blocks

that is allocated to device 10 may set its transmission

bandwidth. The transmission bandwidth may, for example,

be computed by multiplying the number of allocated (or

active) resource blocks b the bandwidth of each resource

block (e.g., 180 kHz) . The transmission bandwidth is, by

definition, less than or equal to the maximum available

bandwidth (e.g., the number of active resource blocks

cannot exceed the maximum number of available resource

blocks) . As an example, device 10 communicating in a

fourth LTE channel having a channel bandwidth of 0 MHz

and a transmission bandwidth configuration of 100 (e.g., a

maximum available bandwidth of 18 MHz; may be configured

to transmit radio-frequency signals in only 10% of its

available resource blocks, only 20% of its available

resource blocks, on 49 of its available resource

blocks, etc.

In general, the transmission bandwidth may be

assigned to any desired portion of the maximum available

bandwidth (e.g., the allocated resource blocks 100 for

device 10 may be positioned near fL, near f , near f , or

within any suitable subset of the maximum available

bandwidth) , In the example of FIG. 4 , the four resource

blocks 100 allocated to device 10 may be positioned

relatively close to f

FIG. 5 is an exemplary plot of output power

level versus the number of active resource blocks in power

amplifier circuitry 2 having a transmission bandwidth



configuration o f 100 (e.g., the maximum number o f

available resource blocks allocated in this particular

channel is 10 0 . As shown in FIG. 5 , power amplifier

circuitry 2 0 may only be capable of transmitting at its

maximum output power level Pmax up to a predetermined

number of allocated resource blocks.

In the example o f FIG. 5 , power amplifier

circuitry 2 0 is capable o f transmitting ra d - frequency

signals at Pmax if it utilizes 2 or fewer resource

blocks. If power amplifier circuitry 2 0 is configured t

utilize more than 12 resource blocks, its output power

level will decrease as the number of active resource

blocks increases (as indicated by power profile 1 0 ) . If

power amplifier circuitry 2 0 uses ail of its 100 available

resource blocks, the output power level of the radio-

frequency signals generated by each resource block will be

equal to a reduced power level of Fl o The difference

between Pmax and Plo may sometimes be referred to as a

power back-off ∆ . The critical active resource block

utilization threshold level of 12% (12 divided by 100; at

which power amplifier circuitry 2 0 starts experiencing

diminished output power levels is merely illustrative. If

desired, the critical active resource block utilization

threshold level may be equal to 1 % , 20%, 45%, or any

suitable subset of the transmission bandwidth

configuration ,

FIG. 6 is an exemplary plot of power amplifier

circuitry 2 0 transmitting using its maximum number of

available resource blocks. As indicated by power profile

120, the output power level is reduced to Plo from f .

(e.g., the we r edge of the maximum available bandwidth)

to (e.g.-, the upper edge of the maximum available

bandwidth; . Edge fL' may generally be at least greater

than f in frequency, whereas edge f ' may generally be at



most equal to f (as discussed previously, the maximum

available bandwidth delineated by f and f is, by

definition, less than or equal to the channel bandwidth

delineated by f and .) .

The data rate at which device 10 may co un ate

with a base station may depend on the number of resource

blocks that have been allocated to device 10 (e.g., the

transmission bandwidth allocated to device 10} . Device 10

may be expected to transmit radio-frequency signals o ly

in resource blocks that have been allocated to the device.

However, power amplifier circuitry 20 may undesirably

produce radio-frequency signals on frequencies that have

not been allocated to power amplifier circuitry 20, For

example, the output signal of power amplifier circuitry 20

may include intermoduiation components at frequencies

outside of the transmission frequency range (e.g., outside

of the allocated resource blocks) The wireless emissions

produced at frequencies outside of the t ansm ssion

frequency range may sometimes be referred to as spectral

regrowth (or adjacent channel leakage) . The amount of

wireless emissions produced at frequencies outside of the

transmission frequency range may depend on the linearity

of power amplifier circuitry 20 (e.g., now linearly power

amplifier circuitry 20 amplifies input signals) .

As shown in FIG, 6 , the adjacent channel leakage

levels 122 are low in comparison to the average in-channel

power (e.g., adjacent channel leakage levels are 30 t 40

d3m lower than Plo . In general, it may be desirable to

maximize adjacent channel leakage levels (i.e., to

maximize adjacent channel leakage ratio) when testing

device 1 . Adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLP.) may, for

example, be defined as the ratio of out- -channel power

(e.g., an output power level of signals at frequencies

outside of the desired radio channel) t in-channel power



(e.g., an output power level of signals within the desired

radio channel) .

The adjacent channel leakage ratio may be

expressed in terras of decibels relative to carrier ;in-

channel) signals id.Bc) . The ad cent channel leakage

ratio expressed using d3c may be calculated by subtracting

the in-channel power in terms of dBm) fro the out-of-

cnannel power (in terms of dBm For example, consider

the example in FIG. 6 in which the ou -of -channel power

level is -30 dBm and the in-channel carrier power level is

10 dBm. The adjacent channel leakage ratio is therefore

equal to -40 dBc -30 minus 10}

It may be desirable to have good out-of -channel

rejection (i.e., a small adjacent channel leakage ratio)

during normal operation of power amplifier circuitry 20.

During testing, however, it may be desirable to place

power amplifier circuitry 20 under elevated stress levels

by maximizing ACLR and adjacent channel leakage signal

magnitudes so that any linearity issues associated with

circuitry 20 can manifest themselves during test

oper ion .

Power amplifier circuitry 20 may e configured

to ansm at. P a on a subset of its av a e

resource blocks 100 is in use. In one suitable embodiment

of the present invention, power amplifier circuitry 20 may

be configured to transmit in resource blocks 00 near

lower channel edge f ' (e.g., only resource blocks

responsible for transmission in frequency range 132 are

allocated for device 0 , as shown in FIG. 7 ) . To obtain

power profile 130 of FIG 7 , power amplifier circuitry 20

should be configured to operate below the critical active

resource block utilization threshold level such that

radio-frequency signals generated within transmission

bandwidth 13 can still exhibit P a x (e.g., power



amplifier circuitry 20 should be configured to utilize up

to a predetermined portion of its available resource

bl s).

Configuring power amplifier circuitry 20 to

transmit in this way ay place circuitry 20 under elevated

stress levels The channel leakage near the higher

channel edge m (see, arrow 136), but the channel

leakage near the lower channel edge may be high (see,

arrow 134) . Such elevated adjacent channel leakage levels

near lower channel edge ft/ effectively pushes the power

amplifier linearity performance to its limits, thus

enabling a user to ore effectively determine whether the

wireless communications performance offered by device 10

meets design criteria.

In another suitable embodiment of the present

invention, power amp i er circuitry 20 m be configured

to transmit in resource blocks 00 near high channel edge

f ' (e.g., only resource blocks responsible for

transmission in frequency range 142 are allocated for

device 0 , as shown in FIG. 8 ) . To obtain power profile

140 of FIG. 8 , power amplifier circuitry 20 should be

configured to operate below the critical active resource

block utilization threshold level such that radio-

frequency signals generated within transmission bandwidth

142 can still exhibit F ax e ,g . power amplifier

circuitry 20 should be configured to utilize up to a

predetermined portion of its available resource blocks) .

Configuring power amplifier circuitry 20 to

transmit in this way places circuitry 20 under elevated

stress levels The channel leakage near channel edge fL'

may be low (see, arrow 46), but the channel leakage near

channel edge f ' may be high (see, arrow 144) . Such

elevated adjacent channel leakage levels near high channel

edge f effectively pushes the power amplifier linearity



performance to its limits, thus enabling a user to more

effectively determine whether the wireless commun cat ns

performance offered by device 10 eets design criteria

The power profiles shown in FIGS, 7 and 8 are merely

illustrative and do not serve to limit the scope of the

present invention , If desired, power amplifier circuitry

20 may be configured to transmit at Pmax close to or i n

any suitable portion of the channel bandwidth.

FIG. 9 is a diagram of test station 196 that may

be used to test power amplifier circuitry 20 in an

unassembled state (e.g., test station 196 may be used to

directly test the performance of circuitry 20 without

connecting circuitry 20 to other the wireless

communications circuitry such as transceiver circuit 4,

baseband module 18, storage a n d processing circuitry 26,

and antennas 34 that are described in connection with FIG.

1 ) . As show in FIG 9 , test statio 196 may include a

test host 2 (e.g., a personal computer), a radio-

frequency signal generator 202, a tester such as a

spectrum analyzer 204 (e.g., a vector network analyzer),

and a power supply unit 2 0 .

Test h 2 m di ect signal generator 2

(e.g., by sending control signals via path 206) to

generate desired radio-frequency output signals using only

a desired portion of its available resource blocks 00 to

an input of power amplifier circuit 20 so that the test

signals generated at the output of power amplifier

circuitry 20 during testing exhibits power profiles

similar to those described in connection with FIG. ? and

8 . Power amplifier circuitry 20 may receive the input

test signals and may provide an amplified v sion at ts

output. During testing, power supply unit 210 may be used

to supply current to powering circuitry 20.



Spectrum analyzer 204 may receive the output

signals fro power amplifier circuitry 20 and may be used

to perform desired radio-frequency measurements (e.g., may

be used to measure ACLR, error vector magnitude, power

spectral density, signal-to-noise-ratio, etc.) , Spectrum

analyzer 204 may feed the gathered results to test host

200 via path 208. Test host 200 may then be used to

determine whether or not power amplifier circuitry 20

meets design criteria. As an example, if the measured

ACLR is less than a predetermined threshold, circuitry 20

under test may be marked as satisfactory. If the measured

ACLR exceeds the predetermined threshold, circuitry 20 may

be marked as failing.

If desired, pow supp unit 2 0 may also be

configured to provide different supply voltages to power

amplifier circuitry 20 during testing. Sweeping the power

supply voltages during tes operations may provide

information that can be used to further optimize the

performance of power amplifier circuitry 20, For example,

it may be desirably to determine the lowest acceptable

power supply voltage that still enables power amplifier

circuitry t satisfy design criteria. Obtaining power

supply settings in this way may help reduce power

consumption .

FIG. 10 is a flow chart of illustrative steps

involved in operating test station 196 to test power

amplifier circuitry 20. At step 300, pow amplifier

circuitry 20 may be powered up by supplying circuitry 20

with power suppl voltages. At step 302, test host 200

may select a frequency channel for testing.

At step 304, test host 200 may direct signal

generator 202 to output test signals exhibiting maximum

output power level in desired portions of the selected

channel (e.g., test signals exhibiting Pmax near the lower



edge of the maximum available bandwidth associated with

the selected channel during a first ti e period and near

the upper edge of the maximum available bandwidth

associated with the selected channel during a second time

period) ,

ep 306 , sp ru analyzer 204 may be used

to measure the signals generated at the output of power

amplifier circuitry 20 during the first and second time

periods (e.g., to measure C R error vector magnitude,

signal-to-interference ratio, or other radio- frequency

performance metrics) and power supply 210 may be used to

take current consumption measurements on the power

amplifier circuitry 20 to determine whether power

amplifier circuitry 20 satisfies design criteria. The

current consumption measurements taken using power supply

2 0 and the radio- frequency measurements taken using

spectrum analyzer 204 may be fed to test host 20 -

Processing may loop back to step 302 to test additional

frequency channels, as indicated by path 308. If desired,

test station 196 may be used to test any number of power

amplifier circuitry 20 at desired frequencies using the

e e a y s eps G

Power amplifier circuitry 2 may also be tested

when it is assembled in a device under test (DOT) 10. DOT

10 may be tested using a conducted test station 197 FIG.

1 (e.g., a test station in which D T 10 is directly wired

t the test unit) . Test station 197 may include test

accessories, computers, network equipment, tester control

boxes, cabling, test cells, and other test equipment for

conveying radio-frequency test signals and gathering test

results. Test station 97 may include test host 200, and

test unit 210.

Test unit 210 may be a signal generator, a

spe rum an yz , a ve or network an yzer, and other



testers suitable for generating radio-frequency test

s na s and for performing radio- frequency measurements o

signals received fro DOT 10. In other suitable

arrangements, tes unit 210 may be a radio commun ns

tester of the type that is metimes referred to as a call

box or a base station emulator. Test unit 210 may, for

example, be the CMU200 Universal Radio Communication

Tester available from Rohde & Sc ar . Test unit 210 may

be used to emulate the behavior of a base transceiver

station to test the ability of transceiver 4 to support

2G" cellular telephone communications protocols such as

the 2G GSM and 2G CDMA, 3G cellular telephone

communications protocols such as UMTS and EV-DO, G

cellular telephone communications protocols such as LTE,

and other suitable cellular telephone communications

protocols. If desired, tes unit 210 may be configured to

emulate the behavior of a network access point to test the

ability of transceiver 4 to support the iFi

communications protocol, the Bluetooth " communications

protocol, or other commun t ns standards.

Test unit 2 0 may be operated directly or via

computer control (e.g., when test unit 210 receives

commands from test host 2 0 . When operated directly, a

user may control test unit 210 by supplying commands

directly to the signal generator using the user input

interface of test unit 210. For example, a user may press

buttons in a control panel on the signal generator while

viewing information that is displayed on a display in tes

uni 210. In computer controlled configurations, test

host 00 (e .g ., software running autonomously or se i-

autonomousiy on the computer) may communicate with test

unit 210 by sending and receiving data over a wired path

214 or a wireless path between the computer and the signal

generator (as an example).



DOT 10 may be coupled to test host 200 through

wired path 219 (as an example) . Connected in this way,

test host 200 may send commands over bus 210 to configure

D T 10 to per rm desired operations during testing. Test

host 200 and BUT 0 may be connected using a Universal

Serial Bus (USB) cable, a Universal Asynchronous

Receiver /Transmitter iUART) cable, or other types of

cabling (e.g., bus 219 m be a USB-based connection, a

UAR -based connection, or other types of connections).

DOT 10 a be coupled to test unit. 210 though a

radio- frequency cable such as radio-frequency test cable

212, DUT 10 ma include a radio-frequency switch

connector 218 interposed in a transmission line path 216

connecting power amplifier circuitry 20 to antenna

structures 34. Test cable 212 may have a first terminal

th at is connected to a corresponding port in test unit 210

and a second terminal that can be connected to switch

connector 2 8 . When cable 212 is coupled to DUT 10 via

switch connector 218, test unit 2 0 may be configured to

perform power amplifier testing {e.g., radio-frequency

test signals may be conveyed between test unit 210 and

power amplifier circuitry 2 ) . Cable 212 may include a

miniature coaxial cable with a diameter of less than 2

(e.g., 0.81 mm, 1 ,13 mm, 1.32 mm, 1.37 mm, etc.), a

standard coaxial cable with a diameter of about 2-5 mm,

and/or other types of radio-frequency cabling.

Radio-frequency s na s may be transmitted in a

downlink direction (as indicated by arrow 296) from test

unit 210 to DUT 1 through cable 212. During downlink

signal transmission, test host 200 may direct test unit

210 to generate RF test signals at its input/output (I/O)

port while DUT 10 receives corresponding test signals

through switch connector 218. Radio-frequency signals may

also be transmitted in an uplink direction (as indicated



by arrow 298) from DUT 0 to test unit 210 through cable

212. During uplink signal transmission, DOT 0 may be

configured to generate RF signals using power amplifier

circuitry 20 while test unit 210 receives the

co esponding test signals through its I/O port and may

perform desired radio-frequency measurements on the

received test signals,

D T 10 may also be tested using a radiated setup

using an over-the-air test station 98, as shown in FIG.

12, Test station 19S may include test host 2 0, test unit

210, and a test enclosure such as test enclosure 220.

During testing, at least one DOT 10 may be

placed within test enclosure 220. DUT 10 may be

optionally coupled to test host 200 via control cable 219

(e.g., a USS-based connection or a R -based connection).

Test enclosure 220 may be a shielded enclosure

(e.g., a shielded test box) that can be used to provide

radio-frequency isolation when performing electromagnetic

compatibility (EMC) radiated tests without experiencing

interference from outside environment. Test enclosure 220

may, for example, be a transverse electromagnetic ί ϊ Ε )

cell. The interior of test enclosure 220 may be lined

with ra o- equency absorption material such as

rubberized foam configured to minimize reflections of

wireless signals. Test enclosure 220 may include in its

interior wireless structures 222 for communicating over

short distances using near field electromagnetic coupling

(e.g. , over ten centimeters or less), Wireless structures

222 in test enclosure 220 may include an inductor or other

near field communications element (sometimes referred to

as a near field communications test antenna or near field

communications coupler) used to radiate corresponding near

field electromagnetic signals to DUT 10. Test antenna 222

may be coupled t test unit 210 via a radio-frequency



cable 2 2 (e.g., a coaxial cable) Test antenna 222 may

be used during production test procedures to perform over-

the-air testing on DUT 10 (e.g., so that radio- frequency

test signals may be conveyed between test unit 210 and DUT

10 via antenna 222} , Test antenna 222 may, as an example,

be a microstrip antenna such as a m cro rip patch

antenna. f desired, DUT 10 in the conducted setup of

FIG, I may also be placed in a test enclosure 220 during

testing .

During testing, downlink test signals may be

conveyed from test antenna 222 to DUT 10 in the direction

of arrow 296, whereas uplink test signals may be conveyed

from D T 0 to test antenna 222 in the direction of arrow

298 . Test radio-frequency signals may b conveyed between

test unit 2 0 and DUT 10 over a non-protocoi-cornpliant

communications path (e.g., an unauthenticated wireless

communications data link) or a protocol-compliant

communications link (e.g., an authenticated wireless

communications link) .

FIG. 3 is a flow chart of illustrative steps

involved in operating conducted/radiated test stations of

the type described in connection with FIGS. 11 and 12 to

test the performance of power amplifier circuitry in an

assembled DUT 10. At step 400, DUT 10 may be powered on

in test mode (e.g., DUT 10 may be loaded with an operating

system lacking a graphical user interface) . At step 402,

test host may configure test unit 210 to with appropriate

transmit settings (e.g., settings that configure test unit

2 0 to operate according to the LTE protocol and to

utilize a desired fraction of the available resource

blocks, etc.) At step 404, test host 200 may select a

frequency channel for testing.

At step 406, DUT 0 may register with test unit

210 (e.g., DUT 10 may notify test unit 21 of its



presence). At step 407, test host 200 may direct test

unit 21-0 to initiate a call by sending D T 10 radio-

frequency control signals using the appropriate

transmission configuration settings (e.g. , settings that

configure DUT to operate according to the LTE protocol },

step 408, BUT 0 may respond by generating

uplink signals based on the configuration settings (e.g.,

by transmitting radio- equency signals exhibiting maximum

output power level near desired portions of the selected

channel) . For example , DUT 1 may be configured to

generate test signals exhibiting Pr ax near the lower edge

of the maximum available bandwidth associated with the

selected channel during a first time period and near the

upper edge of the m a mum available bandwidth associated

with the selected channel during a second time period

(e.g., DUT 10 is allocated a first lower portion o f the

available bandwidth during the first time period and is

allocated a second higher portion of the available

bandwidth during the second time period) .

If desired, power supply circuitry 3 may also

be configured to provide varying power supply levels (see,

FIG. 1 , storage and processing circuitry 16 may provide an

analog control signal via path 40 t control the level of

Vcc supplied over path 4 2 to power amplifier circuitry

20) . For example, D T 0 may transmit radio-frequency

test signals according to a predetermined pattern of

output power levels for each portion of the available

bandwidth during the first and second time periods) .

Sweeping the power supply voltages in this way may provide

information that can o e used to further optimize the

performance of power amplifier circuitry 20. In other

words, DUT 10 may be configured to generate test signals

exhibiting different output power levels fro P ax to a

minimum output power level P in in the desired subset of



resource blocks (e.g., the performance of D T 10 ay be

tested across ts entire dynamic range of P i to P ax ).

At step 410, test unit 210 may be used to

measure the radio- frequency signals received om DUT 10

during the first and second ti e periods (e.g., to easur

ACLR, error vector magnitude, s gna -to-inter erence

ratio, or other radio-frequency pe f r ance metrics} to

determine whether power amplifier circuitry 20 in D T 10

satisfies design criteria. Processing may loop back to

step 40 to test additional frequency channels, as

indicated by path 412, If desired, the conducted test

arrangement of FIG. 11 and the radiated test arrangement

of FIG. 12 may be used to test any number of D JT s 10 at

desired frequencies using the exemplary steps of FIG. 13.

In accordance with an embodiment, a method for

using a tes station to tes a device under test, where

the test station includes a test unit, is provided that

includes receiving radio- frequency test s gna s fro the

device under test that have been transmitted in a subset

of resource blocks within a radio-frequency channel with

the test unit.

In accordance with another embodiment, the

radio-frequency channel comprises a Long Term Evolution

(LTS) channel,

In accordance with another embodiment, the

received radio-frequency test signals that have been

transmitted in the subset of resource blocks include

radio- frequency test signals transmitted at maximum output

power from the device under test.

In accordance with another embodiment, the

radio-frequency channel is bounded by lower and upper

edges and the subset of resource blocks in which the

radio-frequency test signals includes consecutive resource



blocks that are positioned adjacent to a selected one of

the low and upper edges .

I accordance with another embodiment, the

radio-frequency channel is bounded by lower and upper

edges and the subset of resource blocks in which the

radio-frequency test signals includes consecutive resource

b cks that are positioned adjacent to a selected one of

the lower and upper edges.

In accordance with another embodiment, the

method further includes performing radio- frequency

measurements on the received radio-frequency test signals

with the test unit, where the radio- frequency measurements

include measurements selected m the group consisting

of: adjacent channel leakage ratio, signal-to-noise ratio,

signal-to-interference ratio, error vector magnitude, and

power spectral density.

In accordance with another embodiment, the test

statio further includes a test host and the method

further includes determining whether the device under test

satisfies design criteria by analyzing the radio-frequency

measurements gathered using the test unit with the test

hos ,

In accordance with another embodiment, the

method further includes placing the device under test in a

shielded enclosure.

In accordance with another embodiment, the

received radio-frequency test signals that have been

transmitted in the subset of resource blocks include

radio- frequency test signals transmitted according to a

predetermined pattern of output power levels.

In accordance with an embodiment, a method for

using a test station to test wireless communications

circuitry, where the test station includes a signal

generator and a test unit, is provided that includes



providing radio-frequency test signals to the wireless

comm u cations circuitry for ampl ica ion with the signal

generator; and receiving amplified radio-frequency test

signals from the wireless communications circuitry that

have been transmitted in a subset of resource blocks

within a radio-frequency channel with the test unit.

In accordance with another embodiment, the

wireless communications circuitry includes power amplifier

circuitry and where providing radio-frequency test signals

to the wireless communications circuitry ludes

providing radio-frequency test signals to the power

amplifier circuitry for amplification.

In accordance with another embodiment, the

rad -frequency channel includes a Long Term Evolution

(L ) channel.

In accordance with another embodiment, the

received radio-frequency test signals that have been

transmitted in the subset of resource blocks include

rad -frequency test signals transmitted at maximum output

power from the wireless communicat ions circuitry.

n accordance with another embodiment, the

radio-frequency channel is bounded by lower and upper

edges and the subset of resource blocks in which the

radio- frequency test signals are transmitted includes

consecutive resource blocks that are positioned adjacent

to a selected one of the lower and upper edges.

In accordance with another embodiment, the

method further includes performing radio-frequency

measurements on the received radio-frequency tes signals

with the test unit, where the radio-frequency measurements

include measurements selected from the group consisting

of: adjacent channel leakage ratio, signai-to-noise ratio,

signal-to-interference ratio, error vector magnitude,

power spectral density, an d current consumption.



In accordance w th another embodiment, the

received radio-frequency test signals that have been

transmitted in the subset of resource blocks include

radio-frequency test signals transmitted according t a

predetermined pattern of output power levels.

In accordance with an embodiment, a method for

using a test station to test device under test, where

the test station includes a test unit, is provided that

includes receiving first radio-frequency signals from the

device under test during a first time period with the test

unit, where the first radio-frequency signals are

transmitted in a first subset of resource blocks within a

radio-frequency channel, where the radio-frequency channel

is bounded by low and upper edges, and where the first

subset of resource blocks are positioned adjacent a

selected one of the lower and upper edges of the radio-

frequency channel ,

In accordance with another embodiment, the

method further includes receiving second radio- frequency

signals from the device under test during a second time

period that is different than the first time period with

the test unit, where the second radio-frequency signals

are transmitted in a second subset of resource blocks

within the radio-frequency channel, and where the second

subset of resource blocks are positioned adjacent to one

of the lower and upper edges other than the selected edge.

In accordance with another embodiment, the

method further includes performing radio-frequency

measurements on the first and second radio-frequency tes

signals with the test unit, where the radio-frequency

measurements include measurements selected from the group

consisting of: adjacent channel leakage ratio, signal-to-

noise ratio, signal-to-interference ratio, error vector

magnitude, and power spectral density.



In accordance w th another embodiment, the test

station further includes a test host and the method

further includes determining with the test host whether

the device under test satisfies design criteria by

analyzing the radio-frequency measurements gathered using

the test unit.

In accordance with another embodiment, the

rad - equency channel includes a Long Term Evolution

(LTE) channel.

In accordance with another embodiment, the first

and second radio-frequency signals are modulated using an

Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM)

modulation scheme.

The foregoing is merely illustrative of the

principles of this invention and various modifications can

be made by those skilled in the art without departing from

the scope and spirit of the invention , The foregoing

embodiments may be implemented individually or in any

combination .



What is Claimed is :

1 . A method for using a test station to test a

device under test, wherein the test station includes a

test unit / the method comprising :

wit the test unit, receiving radio-

frequency test signals fro the device under test that

have been transmitted in subset of resource blocks

within a radio- frequency channel.

2 . The method defined in claim 1 wherein the

radio- frequency channel comprises a Long Term. Evolution

(LTS) channel.

3 . The method defined in claim 1 wherein the

received radio-frequency test signals that have been

transmitted in the subset of resource blocks comprise

radio-frequency test signals transmitted a maximum output

power from the device under test.

. The method defined in claim 3 wherein the

radio-frequency channel is bounded by lower and upper

edges an d wherein the subset of resource blocks in which

the radio-frequency te s t signals comprises consecutive

resource blocks that are positioned adjacent to a selected

one of the lower and upper edges.

5 . The m ethod defined in claim 1 wherein the

radio-frequency channel is bounded b y lower and upper

edges and wherein the subset of resource blocks in which

the radio-frequency test signals comprises consecutive

resource blocks that are positioned adjacent to a selected

one of the lower and upper edges.



6 . The method defined in claim 1 further

com in :

with the test unit, performing radio-

frequency measurements on the received radio-frequency

test signals, wherein the rad - equency easure en s

comprise measurements se ed fr the g up con ng

of: adjacent channel leakage ratio, signal-to-noise ratio,

signal-to- inter ference ratio, error vector magnitude, and

power spectral density.

7 . The method defined in claim 6 wherein the

test station further includes a test host, the method

further comprising:

with the test host, determining whether the

device under test satisfies design criteria by analysing

the radio- frequency measurements gathered using the test

uni .

The method defined in claim 1 further

comprising :

placing the device under test in a shielded

enclosure .

9 . The method defined in claim 1 wherein the

received radio-frequency test signals that nave been

transmitted in the subset of resource blocks comprise

rad -frequency test signals transmitted according to a

predetermined pattern of output power levels,

10. A method for using a test station to test

wireless communications circuitry, wherein the test

station includes a signal generator and a test unit, the

method comprising;



with the signal generator, providing radio-

frequency test signals to the wireless com un at ns

circuitry for amplification; and

with the test unit, receiving a pli ed

radio-frequency test signals fro the wireless

co n ica ions circuitry that have been transmitted in a

subset of resource blocks within radio- frequency

channel

11 The method defined in claim 10 wherein the

wireless communications circuitry comprises power

amplifier circuitry and wherein providing radio- frequency

test signals to the wireless communications circuitry

comprises providing rad -frequency test signals t the

pow amplifier circuitry for amplification.

12. The method defined in clai 0 wherein the

radio-frequency channel comprises a Long Term Evolution

{ TE ) channel.

13. The method defined in claim 0 wherein the

received radio-frequency tes signals that have been

transmitted in the subset of resource blocks comprise

radio- frequency test signals transmitted at maximum output

pow from the wireless communications circuitry.

14. The method defined in claim 10 wherein the

radio-frequency channel is bounded by lower and upper

edges and wherein the subset of resource blocks in which

the radio-frequency est signals are transmitted comprises

consecutive resource blocks that are positioned adjacent

to a selected one of the lower and upper edges.



15. The method defined in claim 10 further

com in

with the test unit, performing radio-

frequency measurements on the received radio-frequency

test signals, wherein the rad - equency easure en

comprise measurements se ed f m the g up con ng

of: adjacent channel leakage ratio, signal-to-noise ratio,

signal-to- inter ference ratio, error vector magnitude,

power spectral density, and current consumption.

16. The method defined in claim 10 wherein the

received radio-frequency test signals that ave been

transmitted in the subset of resource blocks comprise

rad -frequency test signals transmitted according to a

predetermined pattern of output pow levels.

17 A method for using a test station to test a

device under test, wherein the test statio includes a

test unit, the method comprising:

with the test unit, receiving first radio-

frequency signals from the device under test during a

first time period, wherein the first radio- frequency

signals are transmitted in a first subset of resource

blocks within a radio- frequency channel, wherein the

radio-frequency channel is bounded by lower and upper

edges, and wherein the first subset of resource blocks are

positioned adjacent a selected one of the lower and upper

edges of the radio-frequency channel.

18. The method defined in clai 7 further

compr s n :

with the test unit, receiving second radio-

frequency signals from the device under test during a

second time period that is different than the first time



period, wherein the second radio-frequency signals are

transmitted in a second subset of resource blocks within

he rad -frequency channel, and wherein the second subset

of resource blocks are positioned adjacent to one of the

lower and upper edges other than the selected edge.

19. The method defined in claim IS further

co p sin :

with the test unit, performing radio-

frequency measurements on the first and second radio-

frequency test signals, wherein the radio- frequency

measurements mp e measurements selected from the group

consisting of: adjacent channel leakage ratio, signal-to-

noise ratio, signal-to-interference ratio, error vector

magnitude, and power spectral density.

20. The ethod defined in claim wherein the

test station further includes a test host, the method

further comprising:

with the test host, determining whether the

device under test satisfies design criteria by analyzing

the radio-frequency measurements gathered using the test

un .

2 The method defined in claim 18 wherein the

radio-frequency channel comprises a Long Ter Evolution

(LTE) channel.

22. The method defined in claim 18 wherein the

first and second radio-frequency signals are modulated

using an Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (

modulation scheme.
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